
 VGM Details

 All PRAs on and from 22 June 2016 must include the new VGM data, otherwise the container will not be permitted 
into the terminal. 

 Note that the shipper is solely responsible for the accuracy of the vertified weight and associated information.
 

 VGM Method:  A field meaning the Vertified Gross Mass. There are three (3) methods by which the shipper makes 
this declaration;

 
1. The WAT (Weigh at Terminal) method in which case, just the gross weight can be supplied. This method 
is only permitted at VICT (Victoria International Container Terminal).
2. SM1 method - actual weight of container, or
3. SM2 method - calculated weight based on contents (weight of the goods, packaging and tare weight of 
container).

 In declaring method WAT, requires the gross weight to be calculated (container tare plus gross contents).
 In declaring methods SM1 or SM2, the gross weight should not be included on the PRA.

 Note also that for commodity Code OOG (Out Of Gauge), that the WAT method cannot be used.

 Weight:  Enter either the certified weight as per the certified weight certificate for method SM1 or the calculated 
weight (weight of the goods, packaging and tare weight of container) for method SM2.

 Date & Time: Enter the date and time when the Verified Gross Weight was done.
 Name:  Name of the person making the declaration.(Can be defaulted from the Name field in the Exporter's table)
 Company Name:  The company name of the person making the declaration. (Entries are made in the Exporter's 

table)
 Email OR Phone:  The email address or telephone of the person making the declaration. (Can be defaulted from 

the Email or Phone fields in the Exporter's table)
 Name of Issuer: The name of the company issuing the verified weight certificate. (Entries are made in the 

Exporter's table)
 Street, City & Country:  Enter the address of company issuing the verified weight certificate. (These details can 

be defaulted from the respective fields in the Exporter's table)  
 


